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Message from College
Representatives
You finally made it to college “to you finally made it through college”, the
journey in an endless lane of memories with lots of fun, magic and of course
syllabus!” college days like all the other crucial phases of our life, teaches us
lists us and most of all brings out the unique individual that is hidden within
us. However, we all strive for one common goal- success”.
Before success comes a wave of rejections. That is the age would be in,
“Denied & completely surrounded by the air of acceptance.” But to be a part
of this college all along has been really different. Our little, cozy college never
let us feel “small” as almost every corner of it held opportunities for us.
AIHMCT always gave us a controlled exposure that made us smarter and
helped us grow even more.
The beautiful fact that we are all surrounded by people who care about us
and will help us succeed kept us moving forward to achieve our goal. We had
been mischinious, been trouble some and also had been wrong at some point
but finally we attained a since of belonging and left behind the unreasonable
disappointment as agitation we had to go through.
We give to you SPARX 2019 which holds these precious magical moments as
inspiring stories for you to read.
Right now its enjoyable to try to summarise the past four years. It would be
nice to pack up everything we’ve learned, fix a little handle on it, carry it with
us through that memory lane towards success. “This was our time at the army
college, it was great!”
Abhishek Indauliya and Ayushi Rattan
20th course

th
20

course (2015-19)

Moments with Mr. Carvalho

An exclusive interview with MR. Rohan
Carvalho, a leading hospitality professional in
the field bar tending, who loves himself
being called a “Psychiatric entertainer”.
What made you take up bartending?
In the late 90’s, I had taken up a part time job as a server at
a popular night club in Bombay, whilst pursuing my
Graduation.
The club was like a party place where all guest showed up
after 8pm to forget about life for a while and have a great
time. I realized the 2 principal areas that contributed to the
overall experience were the DJ (music) & the Bar (Cocktails
& libations). The common trait shared between both
were “Mixing skills, and having fun while working”.
My curiosity of exploring the history and flavors resting in
bottles of different shapes and sizes got me drawn towards
the bar. I started memorizing drink recipes, learning bar set
up & break downs, inventories and eventually I got
transferred to the bar. From there on there was no looking
back.
I never imagined that a temporary part time job I took
during college days to earn some pocket money would
eventually turn into a career for life. Sometimes you
don’t need to plan, instead just follow your passion.
At what point of time did you realized that you have to
continue in this profession?
There was no particular realization time or moment,
perhaps I couldn’t imagine anything more worthwhile than
doing what I most love. After all if you do what you love,
and get paid for it…you have less than no reason for
complaining.

What do you think is the most important trade of a bartender?
For me it would be 3 important traits.
l Attitude
l Skill
l Knowledge
While skill and knowledge can be learnt, a right attitude will take you a long
way in career & life.
What are the latest equipment's that according to you have bought a change in
this profession.
With times, Bartending too has evolved. Below are few of the equipment's
available that can enhance the drinking experience of the patrons.
l Rotary Evaporator
l Dehydrator
l Souse-vide
l Carbonator (Perlini shaker)
l Centrifuge
l Smoking gun
What are the new flavors that have been introduced that are unique and
appreciated by the consumers?
Like Fashion, the flavour and drinking patterns of the guests keep changing.
Except for the Classics Cocktails nothing is constant. Below are few interesting
flavors of the season
1. Activated charcoal
2. Blue pea flower/tea (colour changing drinks)
3. Yuzu (Considering we are entering into the hot summers)
4. Low calories/wellness drinks are catching up
As a bartender it is vital to continually work on creating new concoctions using
unique flavors or presentations that would awe the consumers.

How dynamic is bartending as a profession? How much would you
recommend bartending as a profession to the new upcoming freshers?
The Bar & Hospitality Industry in India has proven to be one of the most
successful venues for professional bartending opportunities in the 21st
century, especially for young college graduates. With a modest beginning,
bartending has now become an extremely skilled, appreciated and highly
paying job.
With the opening of various bars, trendy lounges, restaurants, hotels &
nightclubs the demand of skilled & professional bartenders has increased
immensely.
Beverage and liquor companies have seen the potential and believe that
the success of their brands also depends on the person serving it.
While developing ones skills as a bartender involves a great deal of
training, education, practice and dedication, one can opt for taking a
bartending course which will provide a faster and more effective way to
learn the necessary skills.
Considering the numerous job opportunities available, and scale of
growth in the beverage industry (Both Alcohol and non alcohol segments),
I would definitely recommend any enthusiast to take bartending as a full
time profession.

Rohan Carvalho
Bar Square Hospitality Service

CULINARY JOURNEY
A passionate journey of a chef….

After my college life I started my real chef life. When I entered my first work
place, I was very proud to wear my uniform carrying so much of happiness and
confidence in my mind. But when I started work on my first day I had to learn so
many things apart from cooking.
When we aspire to become a real chef, we have to be more attached with
kitchen atmosphere. The following are needed and are most important for our
career journey to achieve our dream.
How to get obsessed with kitchen Atmosphere:









Hard work
Put yourself on fire to reach your goal
Maintain good attitude
Listen mentality
Be flexible
Adapt yourself
Don’t look at watch
Don’t look at your wallet

Hard work:
When you near this word (hard) don’t get panic, these letters show how to push
our self to learn and complete your daily goal.
Walk before time and date. Hard work means to work with your brain not only
with your body, well plan your work and daily schedule.
For every single work keep a time be it a minute or a second. Don’t be scared
when you do a mistake as it is a good step for learning the right things. Work
together with team, don’t stand separate.

Put yourself on fire to reach your goal
When we start every single step with a fire in ourselves, it helps to reach our goal
and dream. The fire in you never lets you get tired. It is very important in our life
not only chef life but in personal life too.
attitude is displays your character.
Maintain good Attitude
Good way of handling the people, is by respecting the surrounding, good
behavior , smiling face ,

Listening mentality

Flexibile

Adaptable
The above all make you better in your life.
START YOUR DAY IN THE KITCHEN WITH A POSITIVE ATTITUDE:
Don’t look at watch
This is the most important thing in our culinary life. Don’t look at watch, ie,
don’t look at the time when you work. This may divert you and deviate you from
what you want to become.
Don’t look at your wallet
Do not look at your wallet, don’t think of money until you are reach what you
wants.
When you fulfill your dreams time and wallet will wait for you.
ANEESHKRISHNAN
Junior sous chef
Intercontinental Hotel ( IHG)
D.F.C, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
aneesh5thulasi@gmail.com

21st course (2016-20

BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND
It is time for one more edition of ‘Sparx’ and I was wondering what to share with my
dear students this time around, when I remembered Stephen Covey’s maxims
“BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND”. For those who are not familiar with Covey, he was
an American educator, author, businessman, and keynote speaker. His most popular
book is The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, and my article is inspired by it.
“Begin with the end in Mind”, simply means, start with a clear destination in mind.
Covey says we can use our imagination to develop a vision of what we want to
become and plan accordingly for the outcome. Why do I find this relevant? It is
because I am alarmed, bewildered and intrigued in equal measure as to the number
of students who are not clear as to why they have come to AIHM&CT and
subsequently what they want to achieve after they pass out. I repeatedly tell
students that they need a clear goal and take steps to achieve them accordingly.
A common answer to a common question as to why did you join AIHM elicits the
response, “Because of Good Placements.” Agreed, you came here because of the
need for a good job but how do you expect a good job to land in your kitty without
working for it!! Paradoxically many students also aspire to join the armed forces. Are
you aware, most of the qualities I have listed below for an Executive Chef are
relevant to become an Army Officer! The recent trend to considerably downsize the
strength of the standing army is further going to hit the aspirations of many of you
lads, due to the consequent reduction in vacancies which is going to be a logical
consequence of downsizing.
Let me give you a fitting example. We all know, Mahendra Singh Dhoni. Dhoni initially
played badminton and football, at the district and club level. It was while he was
playing football as a goal keeper that he was encouraged by his coach to play as a
wicket-keeper in the local cricket club. As he started keeping regularly, he honed his
cricketing skills and was regularly selected in club cricket. Realizing, he was good, he
was now keen to reach the very top in the cricketing world and made all his efforts
towards it. Dhoni hails from a lower-middle class family and to support it, he took up
the job of a TTE in the Railways and worked in the Railways till 2003. He was selected
for the Indian Cricket Team in the year 2004 and till date, remains an outstanding
part of the Indian Cricket Team and his records are the best among all Indian captains
to date.

This is where I find Stephen Covey’s maxim relevant. When you firmly decide in
your mind as to what you want to do with your life, that is the first step to
achieving it. Once you decide at the ‘end state’, for example, I want to become
an Executive Chef, work backwards. To become an executive chef, I need to have
the following qualities, in brief: Outstanding Culinary Expertise.
Attention to Detail. Cooking is a science, so a chef needs to be precise.
Business Sense. A good chef is also a good businessman.
Creativity.
Fast-Paced Decision Making.
Multitasking ability.
Excellent communication skills
I have very briefly listed what an Executive Chef should possess. Now, those of
you in second semester onwards who are Chef aspirants, must start working to
improve these skills in yourself to achieve success in your intended occupation.
You have worked backwards from the requirement of becoming an executive
chef to the skills which will get you there. In short you will have to equip yourself
with the relevant skills required for the job. You have now worked with the end
state in mind, namely, becoming an Executive Chef. The same analogy can be
applied to any other trade or occupation in everything we do.
To summarize, we should begin with the end in mind. Start with a clear
destination. That way, we can make sure the steps you are taking are in the right
direction. To add to the above, the single biggest weakness in our college from
top to bottom is good English speaking skills, which I have listed in essential
qualities above. This directly affects placements even though you may possess
all the other relevant skills required for an appointment. Sadly, most students
are aware of this huge handicap but not enough of us are doing something
about it. How difficult is it to improve our spoken English? Not at all difficult, I
say.
So as we enter the new semester for the year 2019, let us begin with the end in
mind, and make every effort to improve our skill sets. That is the only way, each
one of us can achieve the aim, we came to this institution for.
JAI HIND JAI BHARAT
Col M Kumar
Perfomance Enhancement Specialist, Motivator & Counselor

POP IT
Do you want success to be with you always? Then why don’t you try this?
Your birth, as a human, in this world is a biological metabolism. All births are
recorded and registered. But how many births have become histories? If you are
looking forward to make it a history then here comes a few, of course not a cake
walk, tips.
PERSEVERANCE:
If you don’t sacrifice for what you want, then what you want becomes a
sacrifice.
Understand the fact that hard work never gives up. The continuous and
tiresome energy and effort which you are going to put in for your selfdevelopment will seldom let you down. Always remember life has got two
simple but sample rules.
Rule No: 1: NEVER QUIT
Rule No 2: ALWAYS REMEMBER RULE NO:1
Work till you achieve. Reiteratively work more to retain your achievement.
Encore your achievement. You should be the only person to break your own
record. Here is where perseverance plays an extensive and superior role.
At times when you really feel down pray to god and follow this:
Optimism:
Be optimistic. It means always have positive thoughts in all you activities.
Both optimism and pessimism are strongly influenced by environmental
factors, including family environment. But I would rather say it is basically a
control of the mind. Oftentimes keep telling yourself that, “ It will work Out”. It
will definitely work out. Optimism is the madness of insisting that all is well
when we are miserable. Never lose hope.
Perseverance and optimism are inseparables. Be positive always.
PASSION:
Our Indian Education system demands a plus two pass to decide what you want
to become in your life. Once it is done, you opt for collegiate education either

by choice or by chance.
Irrespective of your career being pursued by choice or chance, it becomes a
dragoon to complete the degree. Rather than undergoing a mental debate,
order your brain and heart to inject the interest in you and start working hard
to first of all finish the journey by overcoming all the mental, physical,
emotional and environmental
obstacles. This can be achieved only by one EMOTION called PASSION.
Passion is a vehement emotion, a bulldoze enthusiasm or predilection for
something. Passion doesn’t come by birth. It comes out of interest, situation and
the environment in which you live. Your passion for what you want to become is
in a way determined by your level of maturity also. Once you decide,” this is
what I am born for” and the moment you realise that every cell in your body is
aching for achievement, then take it for granted that you are going to be a
success.
PASSION MATTERS. YOU CAN’T FAKE IT.
INNOVATE:It is a common but a most famous saying that “ Don’t do different
things, but do things differently” . Here the word differently literally means your
innovation. Squeeze your brain. Get all hidden ideas that your intelligence has.
Work it out. Apply it practically. If it fails, then just peep into the last step which
is suggested below.
TRY:Keep trying. Einstein did not light the first bulb. It involved testing, failing
and wasting of many varieties of filaments to know which would get lit up. Try,
Fail, Try again, Fail, Try again and again and succeed.
Success and survival can be summed up in three words.
NEVER GIVE UP. Just keep trying.
Let every cell, tissue, muscle, bone and blood POP IT.

A.G.Priya
Asst. Prof. AIHMCT

Gastronomic Identity of Karnataka Tourist Destinations
In line with UNESCO’s Creative Cities flagship, cities around the world are strategising to
be branded as creative locations to regenerate their urban places and spaces. Under this
flagship, cities are branded according to the niche activities and attractions that best
exemplify their locale to the world. Innovative and creative place-brand labels have
emerged such as City of Fashion, City of Literature, and City of Design and, as in the
present case, City of Gastronomy. Although there are various studies that explore tourist
behaviour in certain settings such as travel and accommodation, the impact of local food
on tourist experience is often neglected. Eating is a physical need as well as a cultural and
social activity
Karnataka’s cultural heritage and its contribution to the field of art, music, religion and
philosophy are well apperceived. Mysore, Hampi, Shravanabelagola, Belur, Halebid and
Bijapur are some of the consequential historic and cultural centres in Karnataka. Karnataka
is
well endowed with natural resplendency especially along the Western Ghats; the state has
the
potential to become one of India’s major tourist destinations.
Kannada is one of the four classical languages in the country and occupies a consequential
position in Indian history. A comprehensive understanding of the country’s history and
culture is highly desirable, for which opportune study and analysis of both Aryan and
Dravidian traditions are consequential. It is, therefore, critical to promote Kannada by
denotes of preservation of its literature and the language itself.
Karnataka State possesses sundry alluring spots of natural comeliness and affluent cultural
heritage. There is an array of archaic sculpture site of heritage value, breathtaking
landscape,
exotic wildlife, temple towns, Heritage sites, Temples, Forts, Sandalwood Forests, Coffee
plantation, Water Falls, Wildlife, Western Ghats, Hill Stations. In this background, there
are
ample opportunities for tourism in Karnataka having traditional tourist spots, temples with
good sculptural glory, religious places, seashores with spectacular comeliness Malnad area
and good climatic conditions.

When tourists eat at a destination they not only satisfy their hunger but also
experience the local culture and interact with their hosts. Karnataka Cuisine
features a variety of diverse culinary traditions. These have highly in
uenced the neighboring states like Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Maharashtra. While Karnataka has also in uenced
its neighboring states with the age old rich culinary art, the people of
Karnataka have also, over the years, inhibited the food habits of these states,
especially Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Andhra Pradesh.
Mr K Selva Kumar
IQAC Incharge and Assistant Professor
Front Office Management

Mentoring
Mentorship is a continues process. We can also say mentorship is a relationship.
Defining mentoring in dictionary is rather easier than what it actually refer to.
Task of mentor, counselor, advisor or guide requires certain personal attributes
like genuine interest, and willingness to share skill and knowledge.
Mapping out mentees progress is not only in hands of mentors but also needs
mentees interest and involvement. It is two way street. If a mentor or coach is
skilled or expert in certain area, it is not easy to inbuilt the same into mentees.
Before getting into exchange of professional expertise, it is important to know
your mentee state of mind, genuine interest, honest communication and level of
commitment.
Dictionary says mentoring is advising or training to younger ones. Younger can
mentor too. Mentoring in terms of piece of suggestion, counseling thru presence
of mind, younger’s do have innovative ideas, their mind are not constraint with
limited thoughts.
To conclude, the best way to plant mentorship is to let older student teach
younger ones – Build and engage buddy system. Earlier para of this article
imprint on hardship of mentoring. It is been surveyed that buddy system mostly
results into failure if not actively engaged. It requires huge commitment,
perseverance and genuine interest by both mentor-mentee to achieve certain
goals or expertise.

Mrs Nishi Priya
Assistant Professor
Front Office/PMS
Management

Never sick again

Chef Jeyaraj
Assistant Professor
Culinary

GINGER: HEALTH BENEFITS AND DIETARY TIPS
Ginger is a popular ingredient in cooking, and especially in Asian and Indian
cuisine. It has also been used for thousands of
years for medicinal purposes.
Possible health benefits include relieving nausea, loss of appetite, motion
sickness, and pain.
The root or underground stem (rhizome) of the ginger plant can be consumed
fresh, powdered, dried as a spice, in oil form, or
as juice. Ginger is part of the Zingiberaceae family, alongside cardamom and
turmeric. It is commonly produced in India,
Jamaica, Fiji, Indonesia, and Australia.
1. Digestion
The phenolic compounds in ginger are known to help relieve gastrointestinal
(GI) irritation, stimulate saliva and bile
production, and suppress gastric contractions as food and fluids move through
the GI tract.
At the same time, ginger also appears to have beneficial effects on the enzymes
trypsin and pancreatic lipase, and to increase
motility through the digestive tract. This suggests ginger could help
prevent colon cancer and constipation.
2. Nausea
Chewing raw ginger or drinking ginger tea is a common home remedy for
nausea during cancer treatment.
Taking ginger for motion sickness seems to reduce feelings of nausea, but it
does not appear to prevent vomiting.
Ginger is safe to use during pregnancy, to relieve nausea. It is available in the
form of ginger lozenges or candies.
3. Cold and flu relief
During cold weather, drinking ginger tea is good way to keep warm. It is
diaphoretic, which means that it promotes sweating,
working to warm the body from within.
To make ginger tea at home, slice 20 to 40 grams (g) of fresh ginger and steep it
in a cup of hot water. Adding a slice of lemon
or a drop of honey adds flavor and additional benefits, including vitamin C and
antibacterial properties.

This makes a soothing natural remedy for a cold or flu.
4. Pain reduction
A study involving 74 volunteers carried out at the University of Georgia found that
daily ginger supplementation reduced
exercise-induced muscle pain by 25 percent.
Ginger has also been found to reduce the symptoms of dysmenorrhea, the severe
pain that some women experience during a
menstrual cycle.
5. Inflammation
Ginger has been used for centuries to reduce inflammation and treat
inflammatory conditions.
A study published in Cancer Prevention Research journal reported that ginger
supplements, which are available to buy online,
reduced the risk of colorectal cancer developing in the bowel of 20 volunteers.
Ginger has also been found to be &quot;modestly efficacious and reasonably
safe&quot; for treating inflammation associated with
osteoarthritis.
6. Cardiovascular health
Other possible uses include reducing cholesterol, lowering the risk of blood
clotting, and helping to maintain healthy blood
sugar levels. More research is needed, but if proven, ginger could become part of
a treatment for heart disease and diabetes.
Nutrition

Chef Karthikeyan Rajendran
Assistant Professor
Bakery & Confectionery

The truth behind the tittle
“Work to become, not to acquire.” (Elbert Hubbard)
As I pen down this today I am already thinking about what would be my next week
looking like, what is the revenue booked in, how much more do I need, what is my
calendar looking like for meetings, the owners are expected to be in the hotel soon,
so on and so forth. It becomes almost a luxury to reflect and look at the journey
which has pushed me to be here as the Director of Sales and Marketing at one of
the most iconic Holiday inns’ (Holiday Inn Vana Nava, Hua Hin, Thailand) in the
world. Therefore, I will start from where it began more than a decade ago in
Bengaluru, India at AIHM & CT.
I was nervous joining the Institute, as I had no clue on what’s coming my way. My
heart was in being a doctor for which I studied hard for but as fate would have it I
joined AIHM & CT. Struggling to find meaning and commonality with my batch
mates and the college, I found myself lost. It is only then, when Retd. May P.E.R.
Nair gave a reality check in life and quiet literally threw all of us in the deep sea to
learn swimming by ourselves. A lesson which pushed me to be the proud
professional I am today. Over the course of degree course, the most accomplished
teachers like Chef Paul, Janak Sir and Thomas Sir who held my hand and showed
me the meaning of being tough and taught “Dignity of Labor”. At that time, life
seemed tough and confusing. But our teachers never left our side and stood by us
as a rock. Always guiding us and pushing us to do better in life.
In the year 2006 towards the latter half of the year all my friends and then batch
mates including myself were getting ready for the biggest test of our lives to find a
job and move in to the exciting world of hospitality and tourism. Back in the day
our college was new and was finding its way in to the preferred list of institutes to
hire fresh hospitality graduates. I was not entirely motivated to be a part of the
operational brigade and was looking for alternatives. One my batch mates and dear
friend Saurabh Upadhyay took the initiative to reach out ITC Hotels (then known
as Welcomgroup) and invite the team recruiting for Sales and Marketing

Management trainees. As luck would have it and with the great support of AIHM
& CT, I was in the program and thus began my journey in the professional
world with ITC Hotels. This is where I learnt my professional lesson on being
entrepreneurial, it’s not about investing money to start a business, it’s about
pushing yourself to do something never done before.
In the year 2007 post a brief training stint with ITC hotels, I was posted at ITC
Maurya – A Luxury Collection Hotel in New Delhi which is the flagship of ITC
Hotels. I was handling sales for the hotel working with various agents. In my first
year in 2007 and early 2008 I could secure large events in the future and was
spending significant amount of my waking hours at work. Unfortunately, later in
2008 owing to the financial slow down and unfortunate events of 26/11 our
industry was hit hard. Many colleagues moved on but I stayed on worked even
harder (a lesson learnt the hard way from Retd. Maj P.ER. Nair). Business was
hard to come by but perseverance always pays off. My hard work was recognized
and I moved on to handle various diplomatic missions and was in charge of
securing head of state visits for ITC Maurya in New Delhi and for the entire
chain in the country. Between 2009 and 2012, I could get 17 heads of various
countries to stay with ITC Hotels when they were visiting India on official
government to government talks. In the year 2009 I got married and was blessed
with a beautiful baby girl in 2011. Life was tough then, juggling between
motherhood and job. In 2012 after spending 5 rewarding years in New Delhi with
ITC Hotels I moved on to my next adventure with ITC Hotels in Kolkata. I learnt
2 very important lessons in life… when the going gets tough one should continue
to persevere and try harder and secondly when you persevere and try hard you
will get noticed and recognized which in turn motivates you to try even harder.
While we compete with the world our biggest competition is ourselves, we
always need to strive to be the best version of oneself and try to beat that version
every single time.
My Journey took an interesting turn when I moved to Kolkata as I was in an
environment to which I was never exposed to, primarily the people and the
language. While my job was very similar to what I executed in New Delhi I had
to mentor many junior colleagues. This was a big learning experience as moving
to small metropolis made me realise that all places though look similar on a

professional front but infrastructure can make all the difference. Kolkata in terms of
set up was not the best and this is where I believe I contributed in stream lining
many processes and train the team to be at par with the best. This is where I had one
of my greatest training of managing and developing people which would help me in
the future, unknown to me at that point in time.
In late 2015 my husband moved to Bangkok and seven months later I decided to
take a break for a few months and moved to Bangkok as well. I took six months to
recharge and rejuvenate myself where I also learned Thai language. In Late 2016 I
was approached by IHG to take up a temporary role with Hotel openings as I was
looking to do something with Hotels but not a similar role as executed in the past.
This was an exciting 3 months for me as I was part of a team which was on average
opening 2 hotels per week in Southeast Asia. Opening hotels with such speed gave
the entire team an adrenaline rush. Meeting with various owners and stake holders
in diverse markets and countries for the very first time gave me an incredible
window to see what it takes to operate a company at a strategic level. Very often I
have wondered why was I chosen for this role where I had no experience and I was
reminded by a colleague that since I had such solid foundation in sales from India I
could seamlessly fit in this role which was basically setting the foundation for these
hotels. As I was completing my stint here and nearing the end of term I was
approached by IHG to take up a permanent role internally with a department called
shared services which basically supported varied brands in Southeast Asia with
sales and marketing, IT and Finance. My role was basically to train various sales
group in sales processes and drive performance for some hotels. While the job was
fairly challenging at some stage I missed the rush of being face to face with
customers and owners on a regular basis. I shared my thoughts with senior
colleagues and I got myself re-assigned in a temporary role as a consultant with
Holiday Inn Vana Nava Hua Hin which at that point of time was not doing very
well. The team reacted very positively to the changes that we made together and as
on date the hotel is doing extremely well, The Management was happy to see the
change and I was offered the Director of Sales and Marketing role for the property.
I still have miles to go on my journey but what makes it awesome is the unknown
of the future. However, the past is equally important as it influences what we do in
the present which in some form will impact the future.

A few thoughts I would like to leave with all future professional leaders; there is
no substitute for hard work; whatever you decide to pursue professionally know
your basics well; challenge the status quo including yourself to move to the next
level; it’s good to take a break and recharge and evaluate your priorities from
time to time; don’t be shy to ask for advice or help if you need to and finally
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”.
Last but not the least, I sincerely thank all my teachers and the support staff at
AIHM & CT, who made me the professional I am today. Without their guidance
and support, life would be entirely different.
Wishing you all the best and hope to cross paths at some stage in our lives.

Director of Sales and Marketing, Holiday Inn Resort Vana
Nava Hua Hin
Organization: Intercontinental Hotels Group
Course : 8th

To Become a Good Hotelier….
The hospitality industry is becoming more and more competitive with each
passing day. Therefore, it has become even more important to be a good
hotelier. Being an hotelier is not an easy job. It is quite difficult for one man to
be in control of so many things at the same time. An hotelier does have a
supporting staff but at the end of the day, it is his/her responsibilities to run a
smooth business and satisfy clients.
Many people believe that being an hotelier is not just a job but a
mentality. A good hotelier must possess multiple qualities such as:
1. Become A People Person Just smiling and holding a small talk with people is
not what a people person means. The main aim of the hospitality industry is
not just to provide comfort to clients but make them feel pleasant.
2. Jack Of All Trades Interesting but true for good hoteliers. It is in an hotelier’s
job description to manage all kinds of tasks. Clients are not going to be satisfied
each time and it is the hotelier’s job to resolve the issue. Therefore, you need
to be aware of lot things and always be on top of your game.
3. Open Door Policy An hotelier should be able to hold open and clear
conversation with their staff. You should have an approachable attitude
towards your staff as well as guests.
4. Be Decisive An hotelier must be able to make quick decisions and most of
these quick decisions need to be the right ones. This quality will help you
resolve guest issues as soon as possible.
5. Be Observant At All Times A good hotelier needs to be observant to
evaluate the surroundings. Better observation can lead to early identification of
weak spots that can be improved in good time.
Abhishek Lakharwal
19th Course

7 Reasons Why Old Monk Should Be
Banned Immediately
1.It Will Increase Attendance An all-time college favourite, Old
Monk is one of the cheapest hard drinks in the market and gets college
students back to the bar every week. Putting a ban on Old Monk would
result in decreased bar attendance and hangovers; probably every parent’s
dream. So, skip the bar, go to class!
2. Decreased Soda Consumption The only acceptable complimentary drink
to Old Monk is a bottle of Coke, Pepsi or Thumbs Up. Can you imagine the
implications that the A-rated drinks industry would suffer if Old Monk was
banned? It’s the only reason bars even have these soda’s in their fridge. Rum
banned, sales will drop.
3. More Classier Alcohol Consumption It’s high time that college students
move to a (supposed) classier alcohol- Whisky! With Old Monk out of the
picture, whisky would soon take over as the new rum. Let’s not exclude
other rums from the competition, but it’s going to be difficult to have a peg
of rum which doesn’t say “Old Monk”. Rum isa pirate’s drink!
4. Banning Is Caring Alcohol is damaging to the liver and this goes for beer,
gin, whisky, vodka and even rum. 42.8 percent alcohol is one thing you can
scratch off the menu, thanking the kind, caring and considerate Government
for their concern. Now, let’s party with the other hundreds of different types
of hard drinks!

5. More SavingsOld Monk’s
affordable prices let college
students had it easier managing
their monthly budget. But with the
ban, students will have to reshuffle their budget plan to
make/save money for more
expensive hard drinks. Now, that’s
called motivation!
6. A Healthier DietWith Old Monk
gone, chicken lollipop and chakna
would never be the same again. A
drop in soda consumption, which
happens to be loaded with sugar,
will really help cut your sugar
intake. I could say something about
a drop in alcohol consumption, but
we all know that’s never going to
happen.

Sagar Samrat Banarji
16th course

7. It’s A TrendIn the recent months,
we have seen a new trend emerge
and engulf the whole country,
causing much resentment towards
the government and upsetting the
common man. They banned beef,
they banned Maggi, by banning
Old Monk we are on the road to
create a culture where if you don’t
like something, you take it away;
from everyone!
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Who You Are?
Though I know not, where you are,
What you give I enjoy and share;
The morning sun in the winter,
So warm and soothing;
The cool moon summer,
So elegant and charming.
The peeping stars at dark night,
So romantic and twinkling.
The artist behind the scene,
is ever missing.
The dancing mountain stream,
In the sun so dazzling.
The silver fish in river,
So beautiful sparking.
The bird on the field,
So charmingly fluttering.
The artist behind the scene;
So cunning hiding.
The grapes and ripe oranges,
So mischievously swinging.
The plants and coloured bushes
So gracefully dancing.
The cool gentle breeze,
So scented and pleasing,
Whoever is the artist behind,
Let’s stand praying.
-Neelam
23rd course
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Across:
1. A place for a comfortable stay
3. Sticky substance coated on
top of food.
5. Fat and flour mixture
7. Outer part of citrus fruits
8. Malted beverage
10. Spirit flavoured with juniper
berries.
11. Check-in of room is done
but guest not used it in the
night.

Down:
1. Services or items offered to
guest free of charge.
2. 2. Staying place for an
ongoing traveler
4. To allow the flavour of an
ingredient by soaking.
6. Tool for removing outer skin
of citrus fruits.
9. fermented rice drink
12. Public house is upside down
Ans – next page

When I Asked God…
When I asked god for strength
He gave me difficult situations to face
When I asked god for brain & brown
He gave me puzzles in life to solve
When I asked god for happiness
He showed me people with sadness
When I asked god for wealth
He showed me how to work hard

-Amandeep Singh
23rd course

When I asked god for favours’
He showed me opportunities to work hard

When I asked god for peace
He showed me how to help others
God gave me nothing I wanted
He gave everything I needed.
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Freedom from Hatred
Once a junior school teacher asked her students to bring some potatoes in a
plastic bag to school. Each potato will be given a name of the person whom
that child hates. Like this number of potatoes will be equal to the number of
persons they hate. On a decided day, the children brought their potatoes
well addressed. Some had two, some had three and some had even five
potatoes. The teacher said they have to carry these potatoes with them
everywhere they go for a week. As the days passed the children started to
complain about the spoiled smell that started coming from these potatoes.
Also some students who had many potatoes complained that it was very
heavy to carry them all around. The children got rid of this assignment after
a week when it got over.
The teacher asked, “How did you feel in this one week?” The children
discussed their problems about the smell and weight. Then the teacher said,
“This situation is very similar to what you carry in your heart when you don’t
like some people. This hatred makes our heart unhealthy and you carry that
hatred in your heart everywhere you go. If you cannot bear the smell of
spoiled potatoes for a week, imagine the impact of this hatred that you carry
throughout your life, on your heart?”
Moral: Our heart is a beautiful garden that needs a regular cleaning of
unwanted weeds.

- Gurpreet Kaur
23rd course.

Why Makeup is so important for Girls

From memes about, “taking girls to the pool on a first date so you see what
they’re like without markup” to snarky comments calling people, “fake” for
liking to wear lot of it, the issues and arguments around makeup are often
less based on personal preferences and style and wore on female
empowerment and categorizing women based on how they choose to do
their face. It’s always seemed to me that people do not wear makeup for
other people they wear it for themselves.
Makeup isn’t for others. Makeup is for you it’s about having fun and feeling
good about yourself. It’s empowering. Never listen to people who say you
don’t need to wear it. Wear makeup because you want to and because of
how it makes you feel when you wear it.
“Fleet the brows and wing that eyeliner. And don’t let anyone tell you that it
doesn’t look good.”

Tanya singh
21st Course

Fixing Errors
l look at the mirror My
fingers tracing my errors
The scars ,the pores And
those ugly moles I reach
for my first aid box
Assembling my hair
placing my locks Putting
the plaster of foundation
The bandage of lipstick
Hiding my flaws preparing
for the perfect click When
I finished someone
vanished As I marveled at
the perfect stranger In the
mirror.
by Swati Tandon
22nd course

FUNNY ANSWERS
- What goes on and on and on and has an I in the middle?
An Onion
- Where do bulls receive their messages?
On the bull-etin board
- What can one catch that is not thrown?
A Cold
- What two words, when combined, hold the most letters?
Post Office
- What do you always see at the beginning of a parade?
The letter p
- What happened when the wheel was invented?
It caused a revolution
- Why are movie stars considered cool?
Because they have so many fan
- What is white and black, but red all over?
The Newspaper
- Where is an ocean with no water?
On a map

BY- KOYILANI
22nd course

- What provides the strength and power to walk through walls?
A door

RAINFALL
He toils hard on the rocks beneath
Where is the time to stand still
The relentless sound of the brook

Calls him to stop over and have a look
The mystic mountains daunt his sprits
But he carries on with a fighting sprit
The icy winds hit his core

Making it a difficult chore
No uniform to adorn
No medals galore
In the line of duty his sprits soar.

-

Suhani Saxena
22nd course

Youth and democracy
India is the biggest democracy in the world. The real power lies in the hands of
the people who elect the people who rule the country. The basic principle of
democracy is that it should have a wide participation by the people. The more
is the percentage of voters out of the total population of the country, the
stronger is the base of the democracy because the mandate given in the
elections would have a popular sport. By making the age of casting of vote as
18, the government brought crores of people within the ambit of active
participation in elections thus giving a broad base to the democratic processes.
It also gave the message that our youth is mature and wise enough to
understand their responsibility and they would give their mandate after
carefully considering candidates’ capabilities. Being young, they are not
swayed by the old systems of caste, creed and other orthodoxy which had been
the bane of Indian politics for quite some time in the post-independence era.
The government also seemed to have realised that it was important for India’s
future to induct the youth in the democratic process at an early age. After all it
is the youth who ultimately will become the stalwarts in politics and one day
will hold the reins in their hands
The youth inducted into politics have matured into great leaders. Young
people are not only enthusiastic and energetic but are also full of new ideas.
They are able to instil freshness in the political affairs of their respective
region as well as the nation.
We can conclude by saying that today’s youth are highly intelligent and
educated. They have a high awareness level. If they take part in politics, they
will enrich it with their new ideas.

-

Samaranvita

-

23rd course
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Neelam

Abhiroop das

Abhinav

Neelam

Freshers-2018
An informal welcome given to first years by the seniors….
The wealth of life lies in how you allow it’s experiences to enrich you.
At Army Institute Of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, the
Fresher’s Day 2018 for the 23rd Course was organised on 1st august 2018 in
the Examination Hall. The dress code was kept as smart casuals. We were
welcomed by the Traditional Indian way by an Aarti and Tika by the Seniors.
The event began after the lighting of the lamp by the Principal, Colonel M
Kumar and College Representatives. The MC for the programme were master
Abhinav Langeh and Miss Surabhi Jaiprakash. They made sure that each of
us were introduced in a unique way on basics of our origin, talents, interests
and differentiating characteristic. On this call we had to deliver our best of
talents for the title of Freshers 2018. The fourth years we also invited
individually by the Freshers for a dance. In sequences the ladies of the 23rd
course also performed a western dance. A dance performance which took
everyone’s heart was Akash Sharma’s slow motion hip hop break, and the
performance that brought everyone on their feets was Jasbir singh rathi’s,
beauty of dance was given a different definition by a stunning performance
by Saleena kulung of 23rd course. Some shayaris took everyone into thoughts
and some blusters of jokes made everyone laugh out loud. After witnessing
varied talents the jury had a hard time deciding the Freshers 2018. The title of
Miss and Master Fresher's 2018 went to Miss Saleena Kulung Rai and Master
Jasbir Singh Rathi. After a day full of work we went for lunch in the students
mess. The Menu for the freshers was a blend of varied Delicacies, it was
nothing new but after a day that well spent, a good range of food would have
got every fresher's heart.
On special a Jam Session was organised with all the seniors everyone forget
the rules and just let loose of insecurities and that was the most fun part, I
believe for everone.

Artistic footprints
Cultural at AIHMCT plays very important role as we all are here far from our
home and we miss all the excitement of celebrating the festivals with our
families. Cultural committee come together as a rescue for the missed
excitement of celebrating the festivals and make it a great event on
countless occasions.
As a team we work very hard during the festivals or any occasion of our
college because it becomes our sole responsibility to ensure we celebrate
everything with the spirit of one big family. We are a bunch of motivated
individuals who believe that the college should have it's equal share of fun
along with studies.
Organising any event it requires a lot of planning along with the strong team
who are dedicated towards their work and we are grateful to have one.
Some of the occasions celebrated in the campus are Independence Day,
janmashtmi, republic Day, Gurupurab, Diwali, Dushehra, Eid,
Ganeshchaturthi, Holi and many more because as army brats we celebrate
every religion.
Apart from celebrating these festivals, cultural committee also takes care of
Catefete, alumini meet, annual function and also the fests held in different
colleges.
I’m proud to be a part of cultural committee as I got opportunity to perform
various talent.

Catafete
An annual inter colligate event
Catefete 2019 was hosted by AIHM&CT, BANGALORE on 7th & 8th march
2019. 18 team from all over india participated in the competititons.
The spark was lit by the pannel discussion involving top industrialists
and industry men. The cometitions were based on the core
departments, namely housekeeping, front office, food production,
bakery and food & beverage service which had a special addition called
treasure hunt. We also had photogenia hosted by the cultural
department involving the shooting of all the catefete events.
The jury members were top notch [men and women from the industry
who were here to judge, encourage and motivate the participants to
enhance their skills.
The valedictory ceremony was held on day-2. Winners and runner-up
for each of the individual events were presented with the trophies. The
event was a platform for the student community from different
institutions to showcase their talents in front of an august jury. The
college had to coordinate, plan & execute different tasks which involved
good organisational skill. The students of AIHM&CT got an oppurtunity
to assess their own skills in relation to the skills of students of
participating. They also had an oppourtinity to act host and the take
care of heads of the visiting dignitaries and colleges.

Inter college competitions

1st in Innovative
Guest room designing
and
2nd in innovative
flower arrangement
In AIMS College

Winners @ Indian
Academy fest in
cooking without
fire

2nd runner up @
WGSHA for Food
Production

2nd in tattoo
making @
indian
academy fest

Skal quiz at Christ
university

Bronze medal @
odyssey fest

Guest lectures
Guest Lecture on Inventory and
Vendor Management, Pest
Control and Horticulture By Mr.
Arun Samraj, HOD HK, Salem
Institute of hotel Management.

Guest Lecture on Understanding
financial statements,Ms. Sneka
Agarwal, Unit Finance
Controller, ITC Windsor

Guest lecture on cost
management by Mr Santosh
Joshi, Taj West End

Take off challenge by accor
group was organized which
promotes the great ideas of
the students in developing
future hotels.

Mrs Debika Banerjee
Training and Six
sigma Manager,
ITC Gardenia

Mrs Shipra Kaul
General Manager at
InterContinental
Hotels Group
(IHG®),

Mr Abhishek
Pramanik
Assistant Manager
Front Office at Taj
Hotels Palaces
Resorts Safaris

Mr Valentine
Athaide
L&D
Manager
Taj Hotels

Mr Ullas K S
Assistant Manager Human Resources at
Taj Hotels Resorts
Palaces Safaris

MR Dharniswar Das
L & D Manager Novotel
IBIS

MS SHAMA
BODRA
HR Director
Taj Hotels Palace
Bengalorur

Mr
YOGENDER
PAL
Assistant Sales
Manager
Lalit Ashok

Ms Pallavi Patnaik
Training Executive
at Hilton Bangalore
Embassy GolfLinks

Mrs Sreesha Sreenivasan
Founding Partner at
Samvid Ventures,
Honorary Ambassador at
GINSEP

Mr DEN KUPPER
L & D MANAGER
DEN HOTEL –
BANGALORE

Orientation Day
Orientation Day is one of the most important
day in a student’s life who wants to pursue a
career through AIHMCT. This day is the
beginning of a career for any fresher who
presumes BHM degree in our college. The first
year students are given a basic idea about the
course and a wide knowledge about the industry
by Industrial Experts from various operational
sectors of world class hotels.
The Orientation program assures the first years
of having made the right choice in pursuing
Hotel Management Degree.

Hotel visit

REPORT ON HOTEL VISIT
Date: 20.07.2018
Name of the Hotel: Novotel and Ibis
Course: 23rd course
The hotel visit was organised by Mr. Janak Subramaniyam – HOD, for the I
year students. 59 students were present along with two faculty members
Mrs. Priya A.G and Mr. Janak Subramaniyam.
Once the students reached the hotel the students were addressed by Mr.
Dharnishwar Das - L & D Manager who explained about the hotel in the
form of PPT . Mr. Udhay - Training and culture ( HR) then divided the
students into four and twere aken for the property tour.
The students were taken to the following areas:
Front desk
Guest room
Restaurants
Swimming pool
Meeting halls
The hotel was full and some operational areas were restricted.
The students were provided with Refreshment and lunch by the hotel.
The students were addressed by Mr. Aman Deep Singh – Front Office
Manager (Alumni of AIHMCT), at the end of the visit.

Tourism day

Tourism day was celebrated on 25th sept. 2018. Mrs.
Bindi Varghese had graced the occasion and
delivered a delightful speech on tourism and digital
transformation. Prior to her speech, few intracollege competitions were held in the campus and
prizes were distributed by the chief guest.

ALUMNI MEET- 2019
Alumni meet 2019 was conducted on March 23, 2019 at AIHM&CT. 53
Alumni’s from India and abroad attended the meet. It was the cluster of alumni
from 1st course to 17th course.
The program started with the registration of alumni to gather the updated inform
about the alumni for updating the database. Lighting of lamp was done by the
alumni and principal.
Briefing about the college event organized in year 2019 and the academic rank in
Bangalore University was given by the senior faculty Mr. Janak followed by the
Interaction session with the alumni started. Alumni called for the interaction were
After the interaction section the re-establishment off the alumni council was
announced.
Constitution of Alumni Council
Principal AIHM

Dr. Sudha Tiwari- Alumni Coordinator
Members:
1. Japvir Singh Vohra- sixth course
2. Mrinal Shanbhag- sixth course
3. Jayalatha. C- third course

4. Sreesha Srinivasan- fourth course
5. Praveen P L- seventh course
6. Joyson Singerian- Eight course
7. Pushkar Singh Bisht

PRAYAS" IS THERE BECAUSE " WE CARE"

'If you can't clean your surrounding then don't make it dirty'
The surrounding is what we all have in common. We are feed by
the environment and it's our responsibility to keep it clean.
PRAYAS is our college social group in which we put an effort for
the betterment of the society. We have done plantation and
cleanliness of our campus surrounding through PRAYAS and we
would like to visit old age homes, orphanages and help out the
society by showing enthusiasm, care and donations for it's
betterment. Let's spread out PRAYAS out of the college campus
through love and care towards the environment.
"Don't call the world dirty because you forgot to clean your
glasses"

AIHMCT in festive mood

Dusshera

Republic day

Guru purab

Independence day

Holi

Diwali

From the calling of the lords
To the colours of the the day
To the sparks of the crackers and
The sweets that bring a smile
The salute to the flag, our chests beating loud
That is what defines us
Our culture our tradition

HIGHLIGHTS

Sports meet

Mixology
workshop

Independence
day

Food tales

Ncc enrolement

Patron visit

Goc visit

Drug control
seminar

Run for unity

Master chef
session at taj

Wonderla
trip

Parents meet

Chefs
symposium

Yoga day

Aeroshow 2019

food festival at
kristu jaiyanti
college

Campus
cleaning

Dusshera
celebration

The Work Horses
Cultural committee

Placements committee

Sports committee

Discipline committee

Mess committee

Prayaas comittee

Edtorial committee

Culinary Team

Front office Team

Food and Beverage
service team

Housekeeping team

Nagareshwara Nagenahalli, Kothanur
Post, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560077
Phone: 8904343206
http://www.aihmctbangalore.edu.in

